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INTRODUCTION

Standard Hotel is a hotel management software application designed to administer many aspects of your hotel business.

Using Standard Hotel, you can create reservations, do your invoicing and bookkeeping, check your business reports and

manage your hotel – all in one program. 

In this user guide we will describe the Hotel module, which is one of the four modules that will be included in the base

package when you frst install Standard Hotel. All four are in the free base package which means that you can try them with

all their functionality but only to a certain degree. If you would like more information about the General Ledger, Accounts

Receivable and Accounts Payable modules please refer to the Standard Accounts user guide. 

Many of the hotel systems on the market provide partial solutions for entering reservations, controlling expenses, adding

items to guests’ accounts and then preparing those accounts for delivery to a third-party application for invoicing. 

Standard Hotel goes further than that and it is fully integrated with other modules such as the General Ledger and Accounts

Receivable and, if you are subscribing to the relevant In Apps, Inventory and CRM. 

In this user guide we will describe the required settings and example workfow in a hotel, from reservation to invoice. 

We can list several benefts of using Standard Hotel:

• Better maintainability - one solution, one provider, one service point

• Graphical Reservations Manager

• Invoicing from Hotel module (no need for other software)

• Fast and easy ways to register a Reservation

• Easy access to relevant reports and actions using buttons from Reservations and the Reservations Manager

• A single complete end-to-end solution (other providers offer separate software for ERP, CRM, POS Gift Shop,

Front Offce Hotel, Web, etc., all have various interfaces, are multi-vendor and require maintenance, pushing up the

total cost of ownership)
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INSTALLATION AND STARTING OF STANDARD HOTEL

To install Standard Hotel, follow these steps:

1. Locate and purchase Standard Hotel in the Mac App or Google Play Store. Alternatively you can download

from http://www.standard-accounts.com/eng/hotel

2. Standard Hotel will be downloaded. Install according to the installation process for your operating system.

3. Open Standard Hotel. You will be connected to your new Cloud Company. Once the company is registered

and the cloud set up, the client will be launched and you will see the Navigation Center window. 

Starting Standard Hotel for the frst time

When you open the application for the frst time the Navigation Center window will appear. 

Under the header Welcome to Standard Hotel, you see the Enter Company Info and Users buttons. You will use these to set

up your user and enter your company information, which will then also appear on Invoices and Receipts. 

Start by pressing the Enter Company Info button.

Entering Company Information

When you press the Enter Company Info button, a window will be opened where you can fll in your company information.

Please fll in all necessary information about your company, such as name, address, phone, email and registration numbers.

This information will appear on all of your company’s documents such as Invoices and Receipts. Take care to fll in all felds

correctly. 
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Once you have flled in all necessary information, select the Start Company button. Then, all your information will be saved.

If you already have an existing Cloud Company that you would like to connect to, please select the Connect to Company

button. You can retrieve your server either by entering your Tax Registration Number or Company Name or by searching for

Nearby Servers and selecting your server from the list. Once you’ve chosen the server to connect to, your installation will be

retrieved and you can log in to your existing Cloud Company. 

After you have chosen the Start Company or Connect to Company options in the Enter Company Info window, the Enter

Company Info icon will disappear from your Navigation Center. 

Entering User Information

Next you should set up your user, which you will use to log in to the program. To do so, select the Users button from the

Navigation Center. As you can see, a basic user is already set up. 

Enter your name in the Name feld and your email address in the Standard ID feld. Please be careful to insert your valid email

address as you will be sent a mail with a link to verify your email address. If you fail to verify your email address, your

installation will be blocked after fve days and you will only be able to access it again after verifying the entered email

address. 

The signature of this frst user will automatically be USER1 and cannot be changed. 

When you have flled in Name and Standard ID please select Save to save the information. Your user is set up and the

application is now ready for you to start working.
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NAVIGATION CENTER

The Navigation Center is the main tool in Standard Hotel. This is where you can open different registers, settings and

reports. You can open the Navigation Center or bring it to the front at any time by using the CMD+M keyboard shortcut. 

The left-hand part of the Navigation Center contains a number of buttons, divided into four sections, as described below.

Some of these buttons have a keyboard shortcut, as shown below, which you can use at any time. 

The Welcome to Standard Hotel section contains the Users button that is described above. You can use this button to

add additional users if you have subscribed to the Users In App. There is also the Online Support icon that will take you to an

online support page offering User Guides, Video Tutorials, a forum and FAQs. This section also contains two instructional

tutorial videos to help you get started. 

The Company section contains two important icons, the Switch Module icon and the Marketplace icon.

Use the Switch Module button (or the CMD+0 (zero) keyboard shortcut) when you need to change the module you are

working in. A list of modules will open, where you can choose the new module. For example, you can use this button to

change from the Hotel module to the Accounts Receivable module. The name of the module you are currently working in will

be visible as part of the header of the Routines section. Also, the Register buttons with the + icons in the lower part of the

Navigation Center will vary depending on the module you are in. 

In the Marketplace you can subscribe to new modules and functions to enhance the functionality of your Standard Hotel app

according to your needs. 

Below the Company section there is the Personal section. This contains a single button, which opens the graphical

Reservations Manager.

Finally, there is the Routines section. The name of the module will be displayed as part of the section heading so that you
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always know which module is currently chosen. From here you can access all the reports, settings and registers belonging

to the module you are in. Selecting one of these buttons will open a list of options where you can choose the one you need.

The options in the list will vary depending on the current module. Most of these buttons have a keyboard shortcut, as shown

below. 

Reports: Keyboard shortcut: CMD+R 

Produces reports to screen, printer, fle or other print destination. The reports are described in detail in the 

appropriate sections below. 

Settings: Keyboard shortcut: CMD+S 

Allows you to tailor the operations of each module to your requirements. The settings are described individually in the

appropriate sections below. 

Routines: Allow you to import and export information. 

Registers: Keyboard shortcuts: CMD+1 - CMD+4 (the number depends on the position in the list. For example, for the 

second register use CMD+2)

Separate registers are used for the different types of information stored in and used by the module. 

You can access Registers in several different ways. When you select the Registers icon a list of the registers in the 

current module will be displayed. Select a register from the list to open a browse window that lists all the records 

contained in the register. From there you can either open an existing record or create a new entry. Using the 

keyboard shortcuts will also open the relevant browse windows. 

At the bottom of the Navigation Center you can see icons with plus signs for every register in the current module. 

Selecting one of these will create a new record in the corresponding register.

Personal Desktop:

The area on the right of the Navigation Center is known as the Personal Desktop. If you have certain records, registers or

reports that you often use, you can move them to your Personal Desktop for easy access. You can open and run

these from your Personal Desktop at any time, without frst having to change module or fnd records, reports or

settings. In other words, you can confgure your Personal Desktop so that it gives you immediate access to the areas

of Standard Hotel that are most important to you. The Personal Desktop is therefore similar to a list of Bookmarks in

a browser. You can place the following items in your Personal Desktop:

Registers, settings, reports, import and export functions: Open the appropriate list window (e.g. the ‘Reports’ list or the

‘Settings’ list) and then drag an item from the list to the Personal Desktop. 

Files: Select the + at the top of the Personal Desktop and choose ‘Attach File’. A standard ‘Open File’ dialogue window

will open, allowing you to locate the fle you need. 

Notes: Select the + at the top of the Personal Desktop and choose 'Create Note'. A window will open, where you can

type in your note and enter a Comment (the text that will identify the note in the Personal Desktop). 

Web links: Select the + at the top of the Personal Desktop and choose 'Create Web Link'. A window will open, where

you can type in the name of the web page and URL. Note that you must start the URL with 'http://' or 'https://'.

Archives: If you need to organize items in your Personal Desktop, you can use Archives. Select the + at the top of the

Personal Desktop and choose ‘Create Archive’. The ‘Create Archive’ window opens, where you can give the new

Archive a name. When you select the 'Save' button, the new Archive will appear in the Personal Desktop. Now you

can move the records, reports or other items into the Archive by dragging and dropping onto it. To open the Archive,

select it. 

Another user cannot view the contents of your Personal Desktop. So, if someone else logs in to Standard Hotel on your

machine, your Personal Desktop will disappear, to be replaced with theirs. When you create the frst User Account in

a new database, the Personal Desktop will be activated for that User automatically. 
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TERMINOLOGY

The following are common terms in the hospitality industry. You will fnd them throughout this document.

Guest/Customer: A guest is a person that stays in the hotel, while a customer is the entity that is responsible for a

group of guests and that will be invoiced for the stay. A customer can also be a guest.

Back Ofce: The area of the hotel where non-customer-facing work is carried out. In Standard Hotel, the back offce is

represented by the administrative modules such as the General Ledger, Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable.

Front Ofce: The customer-facing area of the hotel. In Standard Hotel, this is specifcally the Hotel module.

Check In: When a guest arrives at the hotel and takes a room.

Check Out: When a guest signs out of a room, pays the invoice and leaves the hotel.

Reservation: The Reservation register is the tool in Standard Hotel that you will use to manage room bookings from

confrmation through check-in to check-out.

Reservations Manager: In Standard Hotel, this is the graphical window that is the main control panel for working with

reservations, opened from the Navigation Center. 
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HOTEL WORKFLOW

A typical workfow in a hotel will include several stages.

After a reservation is created, its status will change throughout its lifetime. These status changes will usually follow certain

sequences. These sequences might vary between hotels, but the most common ones are:

• From Confrmed, the status of a reservation could change to Check In or to No Show

• From Enquiry, the status of a reservation could change to Confrmed, to Check In or to Cancelled

• From Check In, the status of a reservation can only change to Check Out

A variation where reservations must be confrmed before check-in is possible could be:

• From Enquiry, the status of a reservation could change to Confrmed or to Cancelled

• From Confrmed, the status of a reservation could change to Check In or No Show

• From Check In, the status of a reservation can only change to Check Out.

The main working window in Standard Hotel for the Front Desk is the Reservations Manager, which will be described in the

following chapter. A typical workfow is:

• Create a Reservation, usually with the status Enquiry or Confrmed

• When the reservation status is Confrmed, create a downpayment Invoice (deposit Invoice) 

• Guest checks in (status changes to Check In)

• Allocation to guest account of extra charges (such as restaurant bills and laundry)

• Charge the room to the guest account

• Invoice the guest account which includes stay and all extra charges. Automatic adjustment for the

downpayment Invoice

• Guest checks out (status changes to Check Out)
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THE RESERVATIONS MANAGER

The Reservations Manager will be used extensively by Front Desk Staff to create Reservations and manage all types of

operations for the guests they serve.

In the default package, you can view a maximum of two rooms in the Reservations Manager. To view more rooms, activate

the Reservations Manager In App in the Marketplace. 

To open the Reservations Manager, press the Reservations Manager button in the Navigation Center. 

In the window that opens, room numbers are listed vertically on the left of the grid matrix, and the Reservations for each

room are shown in the matrix itself. The color of a Reservation represents its status (e.g. confrmed, checked in, checked

out), and is determined in the Reservation Status setting. The current date is displayed as a vertical red line. 

A click on a room number will open the room record inspect window.

You can drag and drop a Reservation from one room to another room (up or down) and/or to different dates (providing the

status isn’t checked in or checked out).
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There are seven buttons at the top of the Reservations Manager window, each of which have specifc functions and/or open

specifc reports. Where possible the reports will be based on selections that you make using the felds below the grid matrix.

Lookup: Opens a calendar that you can use to choose dates for the Check In and Check Out felds below the grid

matrix.

New Reservation: Use this button to create a new Reservation for the Check In and Check Out dates specifed below.

In-House: Opens a report that lists all Reservations currently booked into the hotel. Selecting a blue highlighted room

number in the report will open the underlying Reservation for that room.

Available: Produces a report showing how many rooms of each room type are available for the Check In and Check

Out dates specifed below.

Check Outs: Opens a report that lists the Reservations with a check-out date of today. Use this report during the

check-out process to help you fnd the Reservations of the guests checking out. Select a blue highlighted

Reservation or room number in the report to open the underlying Reservation and proceed with the check-out.

Find Reservation: Opens the Find Reservation Report; by flling some of the felds you will be able to fnd the

Reservations that ft your search criteria.

Check ins: Opens a report that lists the Reservations with a check-in date of today. Use this report during the check-in

process to help you fnd the Reservations of the guests checking in. Select a blue highlighted Reservation or room

number in the report to open the underlying Reservation and proceed with the check-in.

The felds displayed below the grid are:

Check In: If you want to create a Reservation for a future date, enter the Check In date in this feld. The grid display will

move forward to this date, allowing you to verify room availability. You can enter the date yourself or you can use the

Lookup button above the grid matrix.

Nights: Use this feld to enter the number of nights the guests would like to stay. This number will be used to calculate

the Check Out date and the rooms available at that time.

Check Out: You can use this feld can be used when creating a Reservation. Enter the Check Out date and the number

of nights will be recalculated. If you now select the New Reservation button, it will create a Reservation with the

specifed Check In and Check Out dates. 

Available: This feld displays the number of rooms that are available for booking between the Check In and Check Out

dates.

Information: This feld displays selected information about specifc Reservations.

Exercises

• What is the Grid?

• What does the Available button do?

• What is the text displayed on the Reservations in the Resource Planner?

• How can you move a Reservation from one room to another without opening the Reservation record?
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RESERVATIONS

The Reservation register is the main register in the Hotel module. This is the register that you will use to manage room

bookings from initial enquiry through to check-out. Reservations use information from other registers and settings (Guests,

Rooms, Items, Reservation Statuses).

How to create a Reservation?

A new Reservation can be created using any of the following methods:

• From the Reservations Manager by pressing the New Reservation button.

• After selecting the Hotel module, using the New Reservation button/icon in the Navigation Center. 

• Straight from the Reservation register. 

Each room should have its own Reservation. You can't have one Reservation for many rooms.

Creating a Reservation from the Reservations Manager

To create a Reservation from the Reservations Manager simply press the New Reservation button.

The new Reservation will only have the default felds completed and you will need to fll in the other felds. 

To be able to save the new Reservation, the minimum information required is: Check In, Check Out and Customer. The

felds are described in the section entitled ‘The Reservation Register’ below.

To create a Reservation from the Reservations Manager follow these steps:

1. In the Reservations Manager, specify a Check In date and a number of nights. The Check Out date will be

calculated automatically.

2. Press the Available button to open a report showing you whether you have any rooms available for those dates.

Close this window once you seen which rooms are available.

3. Select the New Reservation button, fll in the required information and Save. 
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Creating a Reservation from the Reservation register

To create a new Reservation from the Reservation register, you can select the 'New Reservation' option from the Create

menu to start from scratch or you can use the Duplicate option on the same menu if the Reservation is similar to one already

created. In the latter case highlight the original Reservation and then select the Duplicate option. 
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THE RESERVATION REGISTER

Reservation No.: This is the Reservation number which is generated automatically by the system.

Created: The date when the Reservation was created. By default it will be given today's date when you save the

Reservation.

Status: Shows the current Status of the Reservation. You can change the Status using Paste Special, and it will also be

changed automatically when you check the guest in and out. For better control, it is recommended that you use the

Reservation Status Sequences setting to set up sequences for Reservation Status changes. For example if the hotel

always requires a confrmation before check-in, then it should not be possible to change the Status from Enquiry to

Check-In, the Status should be frst be changed to Confrmed. In a new Reservation, the Status will be the Default

Status specifed in the Hotel Settings.

Conf. Before: The last date when the guest can confrm the Reservation.

Check In: If you created the Reservation from the Reservations Manager, the Check In date below the grid matrix will be

copied here. Otherwise, the current date will be placed here as the start date of the stay. When you press the Check

In button to the right, the date will be updated if necessary.

Check Out: This is the date when the guest is scheduled to leave the hotel. After you have entered the number of

nights, the Check Out date will be calculated automatically. When you press the Check Out button to the right, the

date will be updated if necessary.

Reference: Enter an additional text for reference if needed.

Time In/Out: Default values for the Check In and Check Out times. When the Reservation Status changes to Check

In/Out the time will change to the current time in the system.

Extra Beds: Enter the quantity of Extra Beds for the room. 

Nights: This is the total number of nights of the stay, and will be calculated automatically from the Check In and Check

Out dates, or you can enter it manually.

No. of Adults: Enter the number of adults that will be staying in the room.

Children: Enter the number of children in this feld.
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Room: Use Paste Special to specify the room to be reserved. Press the Availability button if you would like to be taken

to the Reservations Manager where you can see which rooms are available.

Customer: Use Paste Special to enter the contact code for the main guest. This is the guest that will be invoiced for the

room stay.

Name: The name of the customer. 

Default Price: This feld will show the total price for the stay at the standard room rate.

Agreed Price: If you want to charge the guest a non-standard room rate for their Reservation, enter the agreed rate per

night here. 

Total Stay: This is the total price for the stay.

Guest: Enter the names of all the guests that are linked to the Reservation and who will be staying in the same room. If

the customer is one of the guests, you should include them in the list, to ensure the Guest Book and Guest History

reports remain accurate.

The Reservation window also contains the following buttons:

Show Account: Selecting this button opens a report displaying the charges that have been assigned to the reservation

account. The information in the report depends on where the cursor is placed on the Reservation when you press the

button. If the cursor is placed in the Customer feld, you'll see the charges that will be invoiced to the customer. If you

place the cursor in one of the felds in the Guest column in the matrix, you’ll see the charges for the guest. If you

place the cursor in any other feld, you’ll see all the charges payable by customer and guests.

Availability: Selecting this button opens the Reservations Manager, which will display room availability on the

Reservation Check In date. In the Available feld below the grid matrix, the number of rooms that are available

between the Check In and Check Out dates will be displayed. 
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Print Form: By selecting this button, you will open the Specify Reservation window where you can choose which form

should be printed. Reservations can be printed using different forms depending on the Reservation Status.

Assign Room: This button creates a report listing the rooms in the hotel. Select a room number in the report to add the

room to the Reservation.
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Check In: Use this button when the guest checks in. It will change the Status of the Reservation to the Check In Status

specifed in the Hotel Settings. It also overwrites the Check In date and time. After changing the Status to Check In,

you will be able to assign extra charges to the room. You won't be able to create Invoices for the Reservation before

it reaches Check In status, but Down Payments (deposits) will be possible.

Check Out: Use this button when the guest checks out. It will change the Status of the Reservation to the Check Out

Status specifed in the Hotel Settings. It will also overwrite the Check Out date and time. After checking out no more

charges can be assigned to the Reservation. You must create a full Invoice for the Reservation and all charges before

using this button.

Operations Menu

There are several functions to be selected from the Operations menu in a Reservation. Use the button with the ‘cog’ icon in

the top left-hand corner of the Reservation window to open the Operations menu and see the options.

Charge Stay

Select this option to charge the room to the customer’s account. This option will charge the room from the Check In date to

the current date, while the Charge Until Check Out Date option below will charge the entire stay (from Check In to Check

Out date). You can view the customer’s account using the Show Account button in the Reservation. Note that this option will

not create an Invoice. When the customer checks out, you should use either Charge Stay or Charge Until Check Out Date to

charge the room to the customer’s account, and then create the Invoice from the Create menu (described on the next

page). 

Charge Until Check Out Date

Select this option to charge the room (the entire stay, from Check In to Check Out date) to the customer’s account. 

Add Items

Use this option when you need to add extra items to the customer’s account or to a guest’s account. The items will be

displayed in the Show Account report. The items will be added to the Invoice after charging for the stay.
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Account: Use Paste Special to choose whether to add the item(s) to the main customer account or to one of the guest

accounts. If you add the Item(s) to a guest account, you will need to create a separate Invoice for that guest.

Item: Use Paste Special to add the item you want to charge.

Quantity: Type in the quantity, how much of the item you want to charge.

Special comment: This will be pasted in the Description feld on the Invoice.

Special price: Type in a different price from the item base price, if you want to charge the customer more or less than

the base price. 

Special discount: Type in the discount, which will be put on the discount feld on the Invoice.

Sum: Is the total price of the item.

Create Menu

There are several functions to be selected from the Create menu in a Reservation. Use the Create button in the top right-

hand corner of the Reservation window to open the Create menu and see the options.

New Reservation 

Select the 'New Reservation' option from the Create menu to create a new Reservation from scratch.

Duplicate

You can use the Duplicate option if the Reservation is similar to one already created. Highlight the Reservation you would like

to copy and then select duplicate. 

Down Payment 

Use this option to create a Down Payment Invoice (Invoice for a deposit). It will check in the Down Payments setting for the

payment term to be used in the Invoice and the percentage of the Reservation total that should be charged as a deposit.

When you create the fnal Invoice using the option described immediately below, the value of the Down Payment will be

deducted from the fnal room total.
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Invoice

This option creates an Invoice for everything that has been added to the account. Before using this option, be sure to charge

the room to the account using the Charge Stay or Charge Until Check Out Date options on the Operations menu as

described on the previous page, and to charge any extras to the account using the Add Items option on the same menu.

The Invoice will be saved in a non OK'ed state, and it will be opened in a new window for you to OK and print. 

If the customer and the guest are not the same, or there is more than one guest, the Invoice Reservation window will open

when you select this option. In the Account feld, use Paste Special to choose the customer or a guest and then press Run.

If you chose the customer, an Invoice for the room stay plus any items on the customer’s account will be created. If you

chose a guest, an Invoice for the items on that guest’s account will be created. Alternatively, if you change the Account feld

so that it is blank, all customer and guest Invoices will be created at one stroke. Again, the Invoices will be saved in a non

OK'ed state, but they will not be opened in a new window. Press the Link Manager button (to the right of Save) to open a list

of connected Invoices, and open the Invoices from there. Now you can OK and print them. You can also fnd the Invoices in

the Invoice register, which is in the Hotel and Accounts Receivable modules.

You must create all necessary Invoices before the guests can check out. 
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SETTINGS FOR CUSTOMERS AND GUESTS

The settings listed in this section are related to Customers and Guests. In these settings you will specify default values for

Payment Terms, Down Payments and other settings related to the work with guests. 

Down Payments

A Down Payment is an Invoice for a deposit that you can issue as soon as you confrm a Reservation. Use this setting to

specify the percentage of the Reservation that should be charged as a deposit and other related information about Down

Payments.

Percentage: Enter the percentage that will be used to calculate the value of Down Payment Invoices.

Pay. Terms: Use Paste Special to enter the Payment Term that will be used in Down Payment Invoices.

Item: Use Paste Special to enter the item that will be used for Down Payment Invoices. This item should contain the

sales account that will be credited with down payment values.

Text: Write a short description. This will be printed as an explanatory text on Down Payment Invoices. 

Tax Template Code: Use Paste Special to enter the Tax Code that is to be used to calculate tax on down payment

values.

Calculate on: Choose the Total option if you need Down Payment values to be calculated by applying the percentage

to Reservation total values including tax, or select the Net option if Down Payment values are to be calculated from

Reservation total values excluding tax.
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SETTINGS FOR THE HOTEL

Hotel Settings

In this setting you will fnd all the options and values that will be used by default in the Hotel module.

Check In/Out Tab

Check In Time: Enter the Check In time that will be entered by default in new Reservations.

Check In Status: Use Paste Special to enter the Reservation Status that signifes that guests have checked in. 

Start of Day: Use this setting to enter the time for the Hotel's start of day.

Check Out Time: Enter the Check Out time that will entered by default in new Reservations.

Check Out Status: Use Paste Special to enter the Reservation Status that signifes that guests have checked out.

End of Day : Use this setting to enter the time for the Hotel's end of day. 

Reservation Status Tab

Default Status: Use Paste Special to enter the Reservation Status that will be pasted by default in new Reservations.

Out of Order Status: This is used when a room is out of order and is not available. In this situation. you can create a

Reservation for the room, using this Reservation Status to prevent the room from being reserved for guests. 
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Defaults Tab

Base Price: Choose an option to specify whether prices in Reservations will include tax.

• System Default: Prices in Reservations will include tax if this is what you have specifed in the Account Usage

A/R setting. 

• Not Including Tax: Prices in Reservations will not include tax.

• Including Tax: Prices in Reservations will include tax.
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SETTINGS FOR RESERVATIONS

The following settings are related to the Reservation register. You will need to complete them before trying to create a

Reservation record.

Reservation Status

In the Reservation Status setting, you should create a separate record for each Status that you need. Examples are Enquiry,

Confrmed, Checked In, Checked Out, Cancelled and No Show. This will help you manage Reservations over their lifetime

and will also control how the Reservations will be displayed in the graphical Reservations Manager.

Code: Enter a code by which the Reservation Status can be identifed. For example, 'CHKIN' for Check-in.

Color: Choose the color that will be used when displaying Reservations with this Status in the Reservations Manager.

Use Paste Special to enter your selection.

Comment: Enter a description.

Form Template: If you wish to use a specifc Form Template when printing a Reservation depending on its Status,

specify the code in this feld.

Type: There are four options for Type that you can choose from. 

• Normal (Not Checked In): gives a normal status to Reservations.

• Unconfrmed: for booked Reservations that have not yet been confrmed (preliminary bookings).

• Cancelled: removes Reservations from the Reservations Manager window.

• Normal (Checked In): should only be used for the Check-In status. 
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Reservation Status Sequence 

Once you have created your Reservation Statuses you can use the Reservation Status Sequence setting to organize them to

help with workfow. Here you can specify how the Statuses should follow on from each other. The result should be that

when you change the Status in a Reservation, the new Status will correctly represent the next step in the process. In the

example illustrated below, we have specifed that when a Reservation has the Status of ENQRY (enquiry), the Status can be

changed to CFRMD (confrmed), CHKIN (check-in) or CNCLD (cancelled). In other words, it can’t be changed from ENQRY

to CHKOT (check-out). 

From: Use Paste Special to enter the Status that will be used as the starting point of the sequence. Enter separate

records in this setting for each Status that can be followed up (for example, enter separate records for ENQRY

(enquiry), CFRMD (confrmed) and CHKIN (check-in), but not for CNCLD (cancelled) or CHKOT (check-out) as these

both represent ends of the process).

Allowed Status: Use Paste Special to enter the Statuses that can follow. Use commas to separate them.

Description: Enter a description for the sequence.
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SETTINGS FOR THE RESERVATIONS MANAGER

Resource Planner

In this setting you will fnd various sizes for the grid in the Reservations Manager. You can determine how large you would

like your grid blocks to be. By default these are set to the largest size. 

GENERAL SETTINGS FOR YOUR COMPANY

Company Info

In this setting you can add/remove or adjust any of your company information. This includes but is not limited to Name,

address and contact information. The Company Info setting is in the System module.

Payment Terms

This setting in the Accounts Receivable module will contain some typical payment terms that you can use or modify, and you

can also create new ones. 

Reporting Periods

This setting allows you to name and defne the time periods that you will commonly use when producing reports. This will

make it easier to choose the period whenever you run a report. When you use 'Paste Special' from the 'Period' feld in any

report specifcation window, you will be shown a list of the report periods that you have defned in this setting. For example,

if you will need to produce monthly reports you should defne each month as a separate period in this setting. 

To set up reporting periods, follow these steps:

1. Go to the System module and open Settings from the Navigation Center. 

2. Select 'Reporting Periods' from the list.

3. To enter a new reporting period, simply select the frst blank line and enter details as appropriate. 

4. Specify relevant periods by entering dates in the 'From' and 'To' columns. For example, enter From 01/01/2018

and To 01/31/2018 if you want to have a reporting period for January 2018, or From 01/01/2018 and To

12/31/2018 for the full year 2018. Assign each reporting period a Code (e.g. 2018), and a Comment (e.g. Year

2018).

Enter the period that you will use most often in the frst line of the setting, as this will be offered as the default period

whenever you open a report specifcation window.

Units

The units that you set up in the Units setting in the Accounts Receivable module will be used in the items register. When

using Paste Special from the Unit feld in a new item, you will be able to choose from a list of units entered in this setting.

Persons

This register holds information about Persons i.e. employees. 

To access the Person register go to the System module and select the Registers icon in the Navigation Center. Open

Persons from the list.

Please be aware that you can only add new Persons if you are subscribing to the Users In App. Subscribing to this In App

will add a Create button to the Persons Browse window.

To enter a new record, select the Create button and choose 'New Person' from the list. Alternatively, highlight a Person in

the Persons Browse window that is similar to the one you want to enter and choose 'Duplicate' from the Create menu. You

can also select the 'New Person' button in the Navigation Center.
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The 'Person: New' window will be opened, empty if you selected 'New' or containing a duplicate of the highlighted Person.

Type in the person's Name in the Name feld. 

Standard ID: Enter the person's email address.

Signature: Enter the Person's initials to identify the Person from elsewhere in the system. 

Phone: Enter the person's phone number.

If the person leaves the company or stops working with Standard Hotel, you can tick the 'Closed' check box. The

person will no longer be able to log in.

If you would like to change the password for your Standard ID (Email address). Navigate to, 

https://mystandard.hansaworld.com/loginpage, enter your Standard ID and select the Forgot password link. This will send 

an email to your Standard ID with a link to change your password. 
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THE ROOM REGISTER

All the rooms in the hotel should be entered separately in the Room register. 

Code: Enter a unique code for each room. Generally this will be the room's number.

Description: Enter a description of the room. The room number and type or even location could be entered here.

Type: Use Paste Special to enter the Room Type (the options available will be the ones created in the Room Types

setting).

Room Price: This is the price of the room per night, to be used whenever you create a Reservation for the room. This

price should include or exclude tax, depending on the option that you chose on the Defaults tab in Hotel Settings.

Closed Check Box: Select this check box when you don't want to use the room any more.

Operations Menu from the Inspect window

Room History: This option opens the Resource History report listing the guests who have stayed in the room over the

past year. Together with guest information, the report shows the check in/out dates and the total price of each stay.
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Last Guest: This option opens a report showing information about the last guest who stayed in the room.

Create Menu from the Inspect window
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THE GUEST REGISTER 

The Guest register is used to store information about guests and customers. A guest is a person who stays in the hotel,

while a customer is the person or entity who will be invoiced for the stay. There are several methods that you can use to

create a Guest record:

1. Select the New Guest icon in the Navigation Center.

2. Open the Guest register, open the Create menu and select the New option. 

3. From a new Reservation, open Paste Special from the Customer feld or from one of the Guest felds in the matrix

and press the New button.

The Guest record includes the felds described below. These felds are the same as those in the Contact register.

Contact Tab

On the Contact tab in the Guest record there are the following felds:

No.: Number of the guest record, also known as the Contact Code of the guest or customer.

Short: Enter a short code to identify the customer or guest.

Name: Enter the name of the customer or guest. 

Customer/Guest: Tick the Customer box if the person or company you are entering can be entered in the Customer

feld in a Reservation (i.e. if the person or company can be invoiced for the stay). Tick the Guest box if the person you

are entering will stay at the hotel (i.e. if the person can be included in the Guest matrix in a Reservation). Both boxes

will be ticked by default.

Address: Enter the home address of the guest.

Creation date: The date that the guest record was entered.

Telephone: The telephone number of the guest

Skype Name: The guest’s Skype name
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Email: Enter the guest’s email address

Country: The guest’s home country can be entered using Paste Special.

Last Changed: The date when the guest record was last edited. 

Fax: The customer’s fax number

Cell: The cellphone number of the guest.

Website: If the customer has their own website, you can enter it here for information only. 

Guest Details Tab

Document Type: Enter the type of document that the guest presented for ID purposes (for example, passport).

Document Number: Enter the unique number in the guest’s ID document (for example, passport number). 

Nationality: Use Paste Special to select the Country specifed in the passport or ID document. This information will be

shown in the Guest Book report, together with the Document Number.

Birthday: Enter the birthday of the guest.

Profession: Use the feld the specify the guest's profession.

Payment Terms: Use Paste Special to enter a default payment term that will be used in Invoices issued to the

customer.

Tax ID No.: Here you can enter the guest’s Tax Identifcation number. 

Newspaper: Enter the newspaper that the guest reads.

Diet Remarks: Specify diet remarks (food allergies, etc).

Requirement Remarks: Specify additional requirements, such as disability access etc.

Sex: Choose the gender of the guest.

Marital Status: Choose the marital status.

Smoker: If the guest is smoker, click here.

Blacklisted: If the guest is not welcome in the hotel, check here.
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Age Status:

• Adult

• Child

• Pensioner
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THE ITEM REGISTER 

When you add a room to the Room register, an Item record will be created for that room automatically. The record in the

Room register will be used for booking purposes in Reservations, while the Item record will be used for pricing and

accounting. When you specify a room in a Reservation, the price will be taken from the Item record, and when you create an

Invoice the sales account and tax code will also be taken from the Item record. You can also create items for the various

products and services that you sell. Because of the connection between rooms and items, do not use item numbers that

can also be room numbers for these additional items. 

For more information about the Item register please view the Standard Accounts user guide 
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE: ENTERING A RESERVATION

• Select the New Reservation icon in the Navigation Center.

• Enter your chosen Check In and Check Out dates. 

• Now you need the details for the Reservation, start by specifying how many adults and/or Children will be staying. 

• Enter a Customer and Save the record. Remember you won't be able to save the Reservation until you enter a

Customer, or Guest that is also a Customer (i.e. a Guest in which the Customer box is ticked).

• Assign a Room by pressing the Assign Room button. The Assignable Rooms report will be opened.
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• Select a room number in the report to assign it to the Reservation and Save again. Pricing information will be

brought in .

• The current status of the Reservation is Enquiry. Check In the guests by pressing the Check In button. The

Reservation Status will change. 

• Go to the Operations menu and choose the Add Items option. Add a couple of items to the Reservation. When you

Save, the window will be closed automatically.

• In the Reservation, press the Show Account button. 

The Show Account report will display the items you added to the Reservation.
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• To add the Room charges to the customer’s account, open the Operations menu again and choose Charge Stay

or Charge Until Check Out Date. 

• If you run the Show Account report again, the room charges will now be included.
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• You can Invoice the Reservation at any time. To do this go to the Create Menu and choose the Invoice option.

• When the guests check out, press the Check Out button. The Reservation Status will change. 
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REPORTS

Check Ins

This report shows all Reservations with a check in date of today (or another date that you can specify). It shows the

Reservation Status, the Reservation number, the room number, the customer and guest names, and the check in time and

check out date. You can run the report so that it shows Reservations that have not checked in yet, Reservations that have

checked in or both (select the Normal option to see both).

Check Outs

This report shows all Reservations with a check out date of today (or another date that you can specify). It shows the

Reservation Status, the Reservation number, the room number, the customer and guest names, the payment status and the

check out time. You can run the report so that it shows Reservations that have not checked out yet, Reservations that have

checked out or both (select the Normal option to see both).
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Contact List

This report lists the records in your Contact register, including customers and guests. It can show detailed or summary views

of guest records including information such as their email addresses, cell numbers, and fax numbers. 

Guest Book

This report lists the guests who have stayed in the hotel over a specifed period. For each guest, it shows their nationality as

well as their guest code, name, period of stay, room number and document number. In some countries it is a legal

requirement to have this information ready for the Ministry of Tourism. You can choose to have Reservation numbers shown

instead of guest codes.

The report only lists the guests in each Reservation, it does not list the customers. So, to make full use of the report, ensure

you add every guest to the guest matrix in each Reservation, even if one of the guests is also the customer. In each guest

record, ensure you specify a Nationality and a Document No. 
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Guest History

This report shows the number of times a particular guest or guests has stayed at the hotel. As with the Guest Book report

described above, for a guest to be included in the Guest History report you must have added that guest to the guest matrix

in at least one Reservation. Reservation customers are not included in the report.

The report lists each of the specifed guest’s Reservations, showing the Reservation number, Check in Date, Check Out

Date, Total spent and comments. 

Hotel Daily Statistics

This report provides daily room occupancy statistics for the hotel. 
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In-House Guests

This report is a list of guests who are staying in the hotel, their Reservations and their check-in and check-out dates. You

can run this report for a specifed date, time and/or room type. You can also run this report for the current date by pressing

the In-House button in the Reservations Manager.

Invoice Journal

This report is a list of the Invoices you have created over a specifed period of time.
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Item List

This report lists the items in the Item register. The report includes the item number, name, unit, tax code and price of each

item. 

Room List

This report lists the rooms in the hotel. The report can list all rooms including those that are occupied, or you can choose to

run the report so that it only lists the rooms that are currently available. 
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EXERCISES

• How many options are there for creating a Reservation? Briefy describe each of them.

• What does the Availability button in the Reservation register do?

• Can you specify Guests in the Reservation record?

• What does the Show Account button in the Reservation record display?

• Is it possible to save a Reservation without a Customer? and without a Guest?

• What does the Print Form button display?

• What does the 'Add Items' option do?

• How can you Invoice a Reservation?

• What does it signify when you tick the Customer check box in a Guest record? And when you tick the Guest check

box?

• Create a Reservation from the Reservation register, add two guests and additional items, charge the stay and

create the Invoice.
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APPENDIX 

Terminology in diferent versions of the English language

The language used in this material is US English. There are slight differences between the various versions of the English

language, which can lead to confusion. This table should help to clear this up. Sorted alphabetically. 

UK USA Canada Australia + New 

Zealand

Singapore

Cheque Check Cheque Cheque Cheque

Colour/coloured Color/colored Colour/coloured Colour/coloured Colour/coloured

Credit Note (CN) Credit Memo (CN) Credit Memo (CM) Credit Note (CN) Credit Note

Dialogue Dialog

Instalment Installment

Jewellery Jewelry Jewellery Jewellery Jewellery

Licence (noun) License Licence Licence Licence

Mileage Claim Miles Way Lists Mileage Claim Mileage Claim

Miles Miles KM KM KM

Mobile Cell Mobile Mobile Mobile

Nominal Ledger (NL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL)

Post Code ZIP Code Post Code Post Code  Post Code

Proft and Loss 

Statement

Income Statement Income Statement Statement of Proft or 

Loss

Statement of Proft or 

Loss

Purchase Ledger Payable (AP) Payable (AP) Purchase Ledger Purchase Ledger

Sales Ledger Receivable (AR) Receivable (AR) Sales Ledger Sales Ledger

Salesman Salesperson Salesperson Salesman Salesperson

Stock Inventory Inventory Stock Inventory

Stocktake Inventory Count Inventory Count Stocktake Inventory Count

Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment Inventory Adjustment Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment

Supplier Vendor Vendor Supplier Vendor

Turnover Revenue Revenue Revenue Revenue

VAT Sales Tax or Tax Tax (or GST/PST) GST GST/SST/HST
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